
School of Chemical Sciences 

Goa University 

 

 REPORT on administration of ‘Panch Pran’ pledge under 

 “Meri Maati Mera Desh” campaign 
 

Activity 
Administration of ‘Panch Pran’ Pledge as a part of Azadi Ka Amrut 

Mahotsav for meri Maati Mera Desh Campaign 

Date and time  August 10th 2023, at 12:30 p.m. 

Mode Offline 

Faculty attended 14 

Students attended 63 

Participants 77 

The 

objective/description of 

the activity 

Objective: To pay tribute to our beloved ‘Motherland’ through the 

Panch Pran Pledge. 

 

An email informing all the students and teaching staff was sent to 

gather at the Faculty Block-E entrance of the Goa University. 

Accordingly, the students and teachers of School of Chemical Sciences 

assembled at 12.30 p.m. at the entrance of the building to undertake the 

Panch Pran Pledge. Dr. Anjani Nagvenkar who was the in-charge of 

this activity instructed the faculty members and students about the steps 

of conducting the activity. The pledge was given to all by Dr. Prachi 

Torney and Dr. Pranay Morajkar. All the participants enthusiastically 

recited the Panch Pran pledge by picking a little soil in hand. The first 

promise was about contributing to make India a developed nation, the 

second pledge was to realize the importance of freedom and liberate 

ourselves from the slavery mind set. The third promise was to be proud 

of our glorious rich heritage and legacy, while the fourth pledge is to 

maintain and strengthen unity and solitarity to make "Ek Bharat 

Shreshtha Bharat" and respect human values. The final pledge was to 

become responsible citizens and realize our duties towards the nation. 

The Dean, SCS addressed all the participants apprising the significance 

of this pledge and the responsibilities of every citizen towards nation. 

The pledge ceremony ended at 10:15 a.m. Some of the participants, 

separately took the selfies with the soil in hand and once again recited 

the Panch Pran Pledge. 

Benefit/Key outcome of 

the event  

The Pledge instilled in students, a feeling of patriotism and affection 

towards our motherland. All the participants a sense of authority 

towards their duties and their role as a responsible citizen which can 

contribute to making India a developed nation in all respect.  
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Taking a Panch Pran Pledge and Planting Sapling on 10th August 2023

to mamlekarsifaat1, Pravin, siddhinaik7606, 123, Shruti, Velicio, Siya, Conrad, Nilima, ashwetaparsekar, Ashwin, kingslypereira8

School Chemical Science Events

Dear All,

As a part of of Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav, Ministry of Education started a “Meri Maati Mera
beloved ‘Motherland’ and the courageous ‘Veers’ who have made the supreme sacrifice for o
In this regard, we are directed to conduct two activities:

(1) Taking a Panch Pran pledge, wherein students can take Selfie individually or collectively w

(2)  Planting of Saplings under Mission LIFE as a part of Vasudha Vandhan 

The School of Chemical Sciences is conducting both activities.
Thus, all students and faculty members are requested to gather at the entrance of Facu
take a pledge with soil and at 4.15 pm for planting the saplings.

Thanks and Regards
SCS Seminar Committee

Disclaimer visit:  https://www.unigoa.ac.in/docs/disclaimer.html. 
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